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CIMIC’S THIESS SECURES A$172M MELAK CONTRACT
EXTENSION

CIMIC Group’s global mining services provider, Thiess, has secured a A$172 million contract
extension from Bayan Resources to expand operations at Melak in East Kalimantan, Indonesia.
Under the 12-month extension, taking the contract out to 2023, Thiess will increase coal
production and overburden removal and continue to provide additional mining services,
including drill and blast, and coal loading to the barge facility.
CIMIC Group Chief Executive Officer Michael Wright said: “It’s great to see our team in Indonesia
continue to drive operational solutions and value for our clients to meet their production and
expansion needs.”
CIMIC Group Mining and Minerals Executive and Thiess Managing Director, Douglas Thompson
said: “I’m pleased to be continuing our relationship with Bayan Resources and extending our
operations at Melak where our team has delivered exceptional technical solutions for almost 10
years.”
In 2008, Thiess was awarded a contract to develop and operate the Melak greenfield coal mine.
The mine is divided into the two different mine concessions, Teguh Sinar Abadi (TSA) and Firman
Ketaun Perkasa (FKP).
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CIMIC Group Limited (ASX: CIM) is a world-leading infrastructure, mining, services and public private
partnerships group. We have businesses in construction (CPB Contractors and Leighton Asia), mining and
mineral processing (Thiess and Sedgman), operation and maintenance services (UGL), public private
partnerships (Pacific Partnerships) and engineering (EIC Activities). Our mission is to generate sustainable
shareholder returns by delivering innovative and competitive solutions for clients and safe, fulfilling careers
for our people. With a history since 1899, and more than 50,000 people in 20 countries, we strive to be
known for our principles of Integrity, Accountability, Innovation and Delivery, underpinned by Safety. CIMIC is
a member of the S&P/ASX 100 index, the Dow Jones Sustainability Australia Index and FTSE4Good.

